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Goal

In this laboration we will make use of a modern spectroscopic technique to
study the gross structure of a two electron system, to study transitions and
structure in a small part of this system.

The lab includes registration of a spectrum, measurements of wave-
lengths and intensities of spectral lines from some mulitplets in Ca I. We will
also derive energies of the levels and compare them with simple theoretical
energy and intensity relations.

A calcium atom has two electrons outside a closed shell, and is therefore
one of the most simple many electron systems. Such a system is hence
suitable for an introductory study of atomic structure.

The calcium spectral lines are emitted by a plasma created in a hollow
cathode discharge and recorded with a Fourier transform spectrometer. The
experimental equipment is described in the following sections.

The spectral lines that we will study are the transitions between the
lower term 3d4s 3D and upper terms 3d4p 3D and 3F. The energy of the
3d4s levels are known. The energies of the 3d4p levels will be derived from
the observations. The observed intensities will be compared with intensi-
ties calculated assuming LS coupling. The fine structure splitting will be
compared with the Landé interval rule which is valid in LS coupling. The
results can be used to discuss the validity of the LS approximation.

Before the laboration the following sections in should be studied in ad-
dition to this instruction:

• The Central Field Approximation, Foot 4.3-4.6, Demtröder 6.4.1-6.4.3

• LS Coupling, Foot 5-5.5, Demtröder 6.5

• Deviations form Pure LS Coupling, Foot 5-5.5, Demtröder 6.5

• Selection Rules and Multiplets in LS Coupling, Foot 5-5.5, Demtröder
6.5

Exercises to be solved before the laboration:

1. The width of a spectral line in the hollow cathode discharge is deter-
mined by the Doppler effect. Use equation 8.17 in Spectrophysics or
8.6 in Foot, to calculate the Doppler width (in nm and cm−1) of a
calcium spectral line at 600 nm if the temperature in the light source
is 500 K. (Hint Demtröder p. 266)

2. How far should the moving mirror in an FTS instrument move in order
to get an instrumental line profile smaller the the Doppler width in
the previous question?
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3. Give the total electron configuration of a calcium atom in the ground
state.

4. The attached table includes the lowest experimentally determined lev-
els in neutral calcium (Ca I). Draw an energy level diagram including
the ground state and the levels in the 4snl configuration (observe that
the 3d4s also belongs to this configuration). Draw the energy diagram
in the same way as the energy level diagrams are drawn in Chap. 3 in
Spectrophysics. Do not try to draw the individual levels in the triplets,
draw the triplets as a box instead.

5. Mark the strongest spectral line in the diagram (the resonance line).

6. Are there any metastable levels in Ca I? If so, which? Motivate!

7. We shall experimentally determine the energy of two terms in the 3d4p
configuration by measurements of the wavenumber of the transitions
between these terms and the 3d4s configuration. Derive all possible
states (L, S,J) in the configurations 3d4s and 3d4p. Give the level
designation in the LS notation, 2S+1LJ .

Theory and equipment

The most important method for investigating atomic structure is emission
spectroscopy, i.e. the measurement of the energy distribution of the photons
that are emitted from excited atoms. To do these measurements we need
an excitation device (light source) and an instrument for energy analysis
(spectrometer). In atomic spectroscopy many different methods are used
optimized for different energy intervals and ionization conditions. The tech-
nique described here gives the highest precision over a very large energy
interval when studying neutral and singly ionized atoms.

Excitation

See Spectrophysics 15.1, especially 15.1.4.
When investigating an atomic system, in principle one single transition,

one spectral line, can be studied, e.g. using laser spectroscopy. This is
possible, at least for neutral atoms, in the wavelength region where tunable
lasers are available, and the method is used for studies of special problems.
Already for simple systems, e.g. the one-electron system for alkali metals,
you need to measure the energy for hundreds of transitions in order to de-
termine the energy levels in the lower parts of the energy level system. That
is why methods are used that allow for registration of as many transitions as
possible at one time. For complex many-electron systems you may need to
measure thousands of spectral lines in order to determine the main features
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of the structure of the atom.
Emission of many spectral lines assume excitation to a large amount of

energy levels. Many different processes are possible, but the most effective
is excitation by electron collisions. Free electrons with enough kinetic en-
ergy, transfer this energy to the bound electrons in the collisions. At low
energies only the least bound electron, the valence electron, will be excited.
At higher energy one or more electrons will be knocked out, the atom is
ionized. The ion can in turn be excited through new electron collisions.

An effective excitation through electron collision will take place in a
partly ionized gas, a plasma, at low pressure, which is exposed to an electric
field. A current will flow through the gas, where the charge carriers are
mobile free electrons and slow positive ions. The atomic states that are ex-
cited through collision with the free electrons are deexcited through photon
emission, the gas will glow. This phenomena is known as gas discharge in
classic physics .

Hollow cathode discharge lamp

A special kind of discharge will occur if the cathode is formed as a tube
with an inner diameter of 3-10 mm, see Fig. 1. When an electric field is

Figure 1: Hollow cathode discharge lamp.

connected between anode and cathode the discharge will start with the help
of the few free electrons that are always there. Through electron collisions
the gas will be further ionized, until equilibrium between ionization and re-
combination is achieved and a constant current is flowing. At the same time
the excitation occur and the gas is glowing. In a certain pressure interval,
0.1 - 5 torr, the excitation and the emitting of the light will only occur in
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the area inside the cathode, which then gets a very high luminance.
The gas in the discharge is called a carrier gas, and is always a noble

gas. The positive gas ions that are formed are accelerated in the electric field
and hit the inside of the cathode. At the collisions atoms from the walls
of the cathode are set free and sent out in the plasma. This phenomena is
called sputtering. The sputtered atoms will also be excited. In addition to
the electron excitation in the plasma the metal atoms can also react with
the noble gas ions and become ionized and excited. This is called charge
transfer. The observed spectrum will consist of both spectral lines from the
cathode material and the carrier gas. The hollow cathode can thus be used
to produce spectra from both gases and solids.

The current through the discharge and the voltage drop between anode
and cathode is determined from the building of space charges, which depend
on the mobility of the ions, the pressure of the gas, the dimensions of the
cathode etc. The complex balance determines the voltage drop and this
together with the recombination in the plasma limits the ionization. This
means that neutral and one time ionized atoms dominates the plasma. A
very small contribution from doubly ionized atoms can under certain condi-
tions be observed.

As all gas discharges the hollow cathode has a negative current-voltage-
characteristic, and the current must thus be limited with a series resistance
and/or a current limited power supply.

Spectrometers and interferometers

In a traditional spectrometer, the spectral decomposition of the radiation
is accomplished through refraction in a prism or diffraction in a grating.
Different wavelengths achieve different directions in space. The spectrum is
registered either photographically or using a CCD-detector through direct
imaging of a broad spectral interval, or with a slow rotation of a grating so
the spectrum sweeps by a photoelectric detector which registers the radia-
tion.

In an interferometer each wavelength gives rice to an interference pattern,
and all wavelengths patterns overlap. An interferometer can still give each
wavelength another characteristic, which can be used for spectral decom-
position. The principles for this method, Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
(FTS) will be described later.

First lets compare the grating spectrometer with the interferometer. A
detailed analysis shows that the interferometer has a number of great ad-
vantages:

• The interferometer gives better possibilities to achieve a high resolu-
tion.

• The interferometer gives a 10-100 times larger wavelength accuracy
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with a very simple calibration.

• At the same resolution, the light flow through an interferometer is 10-
100 times larger than through a grating spectrometer, giving a superior
signal-to-noise ratio.

• The spectrum is produced directly in digital form for further analysis
in a computer.

The disadvantages of the interferometer are mainly the following:

• The useful spectral interval is limited by the availability of transparent
materials with a high surface accuracy. The lower wavelength limit for
the FTS is 130 nm.

• The method described later demands a light source giving a constant
emission with very small fluctuations. This means that spectrum from
highly ionized atoms are in practice impossible.

The Fourier Transform Spectrometer

See Spectrophysics 13.5, 13.6.
The fundamental part of a FTS is a Michelson interferometer, see Fig. 2.

Lets assume that the entrance aperture is illuminated with monochromatic

Figure 2: Michelson interferometer.

light with a wavelength λ, a wavenumber σ = 1/λ. The collimating lens
L1 gives parallel beams, and in the beamsplitter the light is divided so
the amplitude of the electromagnetic field in each interferometer arm is
the same. After reflection in the plane mirrors M1 and M2 and one more
passage through the beamsplitter (where the amplitude is divided one more
time) the two beams are recombined and registered by a detector at P.
We call the amplitude of each beam a, and through vectorial addition we
get the resulting amplitude, see Fig. 3. δ represents the phase difference,
which depend on the difference x in optical path length between the two
interferometer arms. The law of cosines gives:

A2 = a2 + a2 + 2a2cosδ (1)
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Figure 3: Addition of amplitudes.

Since the path difference one wavelength corresponds to a phase difference of
2π we can write δ/2π = x/λ, i.e. δ = 2πσx, where x is the path difference.
For the wavenumber σ the detector registers an intensity, I, which is a
function of x and σ:

Ix = 2a2(1 + cos 2πσx) = Im(1 + cos 2πσx) (2)

where Im is the average intensity that hits the detector.
If we move one of the mirrors in the direction of the light beam at a

constant velocity the detector will register a cosine signal, with a frequency
that depends on the velocity and the wavenumber. If the mirror moves at
a velocity of v/2 the path difference will change with the velocity v and
thus x = vt, the signal varies as cos 2πσvt = cos 2πft. The frequency f of
the signal is then σv. If we assume that v is 1 mm/s and λ=1 µm (σ=10
000 cm−1), f=1 kHz.

Now we have what we wanted - the interferometer gives a signal with a
frequency characteristic for the wavenumber of the radiation. We can say
that the interferometer modulates the radiation with a for each wavenumber
characteristic frequency. This frequency is easy to measure. If the entrance
aperture of the interferometer is illuminated with radiation consisting of
several different wavenumber component, the signal from the detector will
become a sum of cosine functions with different frequencies. The spectrum
can then be found through frequency analysis of the signal, then the signal
is called an interferogram, see Fig. 4.

Now we have the principle for the FTS method. We will discuss this
in more detail, investigate what happens if the radiation does not consist
of one or more monochromatic spectral lines but real lines with a certain
broadening or of an arbitrary spectral distribution.

An arbitrary spectral distribution is denoted B(σ), with a unit W/cm−1.
We let B exist all over the wavenumber interval zero to infinity. Instead of
a sum of cosine functions we will now write the interferogram as an integral
over the wavenumber interval:

Ix =

∫ ∞
0

B(σ)(1 + cos 2πσx)dσ = I +

∫ ∞
0

B(σ) cos 2πσxdσ (3)

We will disregard the constant term, I which gives no information of wavenum-
ber. Further the integral will not change value if we change the lower inte-
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Figure 4: Spectrum and interferogram in four different cases (top to bot-
tom): a monochromatic line, two monochromatic lines, a line with finite
width (Gaussian profile), and a line with a more complex structure.

gration limit to -∞ since B(σ)=0 for σ <0 (negative wavenumbers have no
physical meaning). This gives us:

Ix =

∫ ∞
−∞

B(σ) cos 2πσxdσ (4)

With knowledge of the theory of Fourier integrals we can now state that
the interferogram I(x) is the cosine transform of the spectrum B(σ). And
through Fourier theory we get the spectrum as the inverse transform:

B(σ) =

∫ ∞
−∞

I(x) cos 2πσxdx (5)

An overview of the connection between spectrum and interferogram is shown
in Fig. 4.

In principle we can get a spectrum now, but in practice we have some
problems. The mirror is moved a finite length instead of from -∞ to ∞. To
be able to work with the interferogram in a computer, we need to digitize it,
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i.e. register it in discrete points, corresponding to different values of x. This
will give some complications. The finite moving result in that an infinitely
thin spectral line will be shown as a distribution with a certain width. This
is in direct correspondence with the fact that a grating spectrometer gives
spectral lines with a certain width since the grating has a finite width.
A simple calculation (see Spectrophysics 13.5.2) shows that the profile the
instrument gives when the aperture is illuminated with monochromatic light
has the shape:

S(σ) =
sin(2π(σ − σ0)L

2π(σ − σ0)L
(6)

when the mirror is moved from x = −L to x = +L. This instrument profile,
shown in Fig. 5, has its first zero point at σ = ±1/2L. In analogy with the

Figure 5: Instrument profile.

Rayleigh criteria at diffraction patterns, this is called the resolution limit
δσ. The full width at half maximum, FWHM is 1.2/2L. The resolution
of a FTS instrument is thus determined from the maximum moving of the
movable mirror.

The registration of the interferogram in discrete points, sampling, means
that the Fourier integral instead will become a sum with a finite number of
terms. This in turn means that the calculated spectrum will be repeated pe-
riodically in a way reminding of the spectral orders for a grating, see Fig. 6.

Both the finite moving and the sampling is treated mathematically eas-
ily with the convolution theorem, which says that the Fourier transform of
a product of two functions is the convolution of the transforms of the two
single functions. The finite moving is equivalent with a multiplication of an
infinite interferogram with a rectangular function, whose transform is the
S(σ)-function above. The spectrum is thus convolved with this function.
The measurements at discrete points, the sampling, is equivalent to a mul-
tiplication with a Dirac-comb, which transforms into another Dirac-comb,
i.e. a periodic function which repeats the calculated spectrum.
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Figure 6: Repetition of the spectrum in different aliases due to the sampling.
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Figure 7: Schematic figure of the FTS.
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